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An excursion guide for the Mt Lyell Mining Lease with emphasis on the
Great Lyell Fault, Haulage·Unconformity and North Lyell alteration

R.F. Berry
Centre for Ore Deposit and Exploration Studies, University of Tasmania

ABSTRACT

The Devonian deformation at Mt Lyell includes early
N-S trending folds, NNW trending folds (Dl), low
angle north directed thrusting and high reverse faults
with associated steep cleavage(D2). The pattern of
these structures is recognisable butwhere they interact
closely as in North Lyell there is still some problems
in unravelling the geometry. Many of the relationships
which were used to define these phases are exposed
on the Lyellleases.

The Haulage Unconformity is related to relatively
shallow dips to the east and the geometry is
compatible with a normal fault margin. However
regional data is supports a more active tectonic setting
in the late Cambrian and structure may vary very
rapidly in both time and space.

The age of the North Lyell alteration is less well
constrained. Both 51 and 52 are visible in the altered
Owen Conglomerate. The alteration does penetrate
into Pioneer Sandstone and possibly into Gordon
Limestone but the intensity drops of sharply at the
contact suggesting that either the alteration is nearly
finished at "HaUlage time" or two stages of alteration
are required.

INTRODUCTION

Day 1 of this field meeting is designed to look at field
relationships critical to the interpretation of the North
Lyell ore bodies and the structure of the Lyell Mining
field. Many of these relationships have been discussed
in the previous report and they are only summarised
here.

The field excursion concentrates on exposures
relevant to the origin of the North Lyell ore bodies
and the style of Devonian deformation.

SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESULTS

1. Two phases ofDevonian faulting were recognised and
these are consistent with the regional fault pattern of
western Tasmania. The later phase (02) changes from
upright tight folds in the Siluro-Devonian sediments
to steep reverse faults in the Central V;olcanic Complex
with a transitional zone of tight angular synclines
and open anticlines in the area of the mill.

During 02 the most intense cleavage development
is in a zone across Philosophers Ridge. elsewhere the
52 can be recognised overprinting 51. The major
deformations within the Central Volcanic Complex
during this phase are reverse faults and the major
dextral fault zones through Glen Lyell, and to a lesser
extent along the Great Lyell Fault.

The early phase (Dl) is related to thrusting north
and south of the Lyell alteration zone but mainly
folding over the mineralised area. Major transfer zones
are associated with this change in style.

Unfolding the Devonian structures, suggests there
was a Late Cambrian normal fault margin to the
basin of Dwen Conglomer~tedeposition which has a
complicated shape. The Haulage unconformity
appears to be related to normal drag on this fault
margin. The high grade oxidised ores of the North
Lyell area are spatially related to the fault pattern
interpreted for the late Cambrian. Field relationships
suggest the vast majority of alteration associated with
this mineralising event pre-dates the deposition of
the Pioneer Sandstone. It certainly pre-dates both
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